AC2000 victor
Interface

American Dynamics victor
only video solution
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Features That Make a Difference:
•

Associate access control alarms with
live video footage

•

Uses AC2000 External Systems application
to forward alarms to victor, including
alarms generated by 3rd party AC2000
interfaced systems such as Intruder Panels

•

victor can be configured to play a video
salvo, perform a video tour, and live
camera popup footage upon an AC2000
access control alarm being triggered

•

The CEM AC2000 victor interface allows
victor users to remotely open/close
AC2000 controlled doors

•

victor can generate reports on
AC2000 devices

The AC2000 victor interface allows
access control alarms to be sent to the
American Dynamics victor only video
solution where they can be associated
with video actions. Additionally, the
AC2000 victor interface allows control of
AC2000 devices from within the victor
client, supporting access control features
such as remote door Lock/Unlock and
Oneshot (remote short door open).

American Dynamics
victor Client

victor is a game-changing unified security
and surveillance solution. With the powerful
victor client, you get the unique ability to
view, manage, and control live/recorded
video from Intellex digital video recorders
and VideoEdge network video recorders.
Display analog and IP video simultaneously
with common feature set, no matter what
the codec (H.264, ACC, MJPEG, MPEG-4);
even mixing and matching technologies.
All in one location without toggling
between separate client applications.
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What does the CEM AC2000
victor interface involve?
The AC2000 victor interface is based
on CEM victor Integration Component
which is required to be installed
on all victor Client machines.

AC2000 victor
Add-In Component

The AC2000 victor Add-In component
allows victor operators to quickly and
easily perform functions such as remote
door open – Oneshot and Lock/Unlock
Door. Oneshot is a remote short door
opening feature of the AC2000 system
and grants access based on the default
door open time, just as if a cardholder
had swiped their card on a card reader.

How does it work?

Any supported alarm configured via AC2000 External Systems
can be sent across to victor where it can trigger actions such as
live camera popup, video salvos, and video tours. This allows
AC2000 alarms to be associated with video footage on the victor
Client. The AC2000 victor interface also allows access control
alarms to be prioritised. So on victor, instead of configuring a
salvo for 10 different alarm types you assign a salvo once to an
alarm priority and group all alarms under that priority. Additionally,
the victor Client can generate reports on AC2000 devices.

AC2000 victor Server Component

Using the existing AC2000 External Systems standard
interface, alarms are received by victor via the CEM
victor Integration component. This runs on the victor Site
Manager server and allows the victor Client to accept
and understand the alarms being sent by AC2000.

Access control and video management
The AC2000 victor interface offers customers an integrated
security platform where you can open and close doors on
the access control system via the victor video solution.

Requirements
CEM victor Install CD
AC2000
V6.8/
AC2000 Airport
v6.9
AC2000 Lite
Integration uses 4.4.1
SDK version
4.5.1

V7.0

V7.1

V8.0

V10.0

4.6.0
4.7.0
4.7.1
4.8 SP1

4.8 SP1
4.8.1
4.9.0
4.9.1

4.9.1
5.0.0
5.1
5.2

5.2
5.3

(For other AC2000 versions please contact cem.sales@tycoint.com)

Ordering Information
Product Code

Description

SWVUVS-AD

AC2000 American Dynamics victor Interface

To order contact cem.sales@tycoint.com or call +44(0) 2890 456 767

Related Products

AC2000
AC2000 Airport
AC2000 Lite
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